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Abstract 
Based on effective pressure theory without air partition and jet flow theory, the theoretical model of airflow being ejected by 
serials-parallel air curtain was set up and analyzed the influencing factors through numerical simulation. Meanwhile, according to 
the condition that inverted air current and insufficient air volume in transportation laneway in some iron mines, the experiment 
on air flow being ejected by serials-parallel air curtain was carried out through contrast experiment. The results show: (1) The 
serials-parallel air curtain can effectively eject air flow and the air volume can reach 24.3 m3/s~36.8 m3/s, which enhances the 
driving visibility in laneway and thus facilitating safety driving of trackless diesel vehicle and workers’ health underground; (2) 
The influence degree of air curtain on air volume of main fans is about 0.6%, by which the air flow being ejected is favorable for 
order flow in the laneway. (3) The running noise of serials-parallel air curtain was 76~92 dB (A), which is less interfered with the 
working environment near by 300 m. Moreover, the time of workers being exposed to the noise is short, so the damage degree is 
low. (4) The serials-parallel air curtain is installed in chambers on the two sides of laneway, which does not affect the pedestrian 
and the traveling of trackless diesel vehicle. 
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Nomenclature 
A            air curtain used in mine 
B            ejecting air flow 
C            transportation laneway 
D            inverted air current 
E            insufficient air volume 
F            serials-parallel 
G           visibility 
H           main fans 
I            influence degree 
J            order flow 
K           working environment 
L           noise 
M          chamber 
N          trackless diesel vehicle        
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In order to ensure the fresh air to flow orderly and on demanded in the process of mine ventilation, at the same 
time there was main fan to ventilate, the auxiliary fan was generally setup in proper laneway to meet the air flow 
requirement of safety production on the locations needing wind underground [1]. In the mine ventilation system, the 
auxiliary fan was divided into two types: with air partition and without air partition. Under the routine condition it 
could realize basely the balanced distribution of air volume in partial mine ventilation area. But in the practical 
application, when the auxiliary fan was setup in transportation laneway and was broken easily by explosive shack 
wave, there would be some difficult problems such as auxiliary fan was hard to be setup and the distribution 
function was hard to be realized, etc., which would influence the effect of auxiliary ventilation means and the 
application condition of auxiliary fan would be restrict. While air curtain being used in mine could be setup in 
transportation laneway with single fan, multi-parallel fans, multi-serial fans or serials-parallel fans [2-5]. Much 
study on theoretical model and practical application of air curtain with single fan and air curtain with multi-parallel 
fans had been carried out by the author and beneficial effect was gotten. The results of document retrieval showed 
that: there had been no reports about theoretical study and application of air curtain with serials-parallel fans at 
home or abroad for many years [6-8]. Therefore, it is very necessary and great significance to enhance the 
adaptability and effectiveness of auxiliary fan ventilation by studying theoretical and application technology of air 
curtain with serials-parallel fans being setup in transportation laneway. 
1. Theoretical model of air curtain with multi-fans 
The work pattern of air curtain with serials-parallel fans ejecting air flow was similar to that of auxiliary fan 
without air partition. Their action principle of promoting energy conversion of air flow in laneway was the same. 
The energy loss of air flow being ejected by air curtain included: work from ejecting air flow to overcome the wind 
pressure coming from the main fan on both ends of the tunnel or natural wind pressure, energy loss from ejecting air 
flow to overcome tunnel friction resistance or regional resistance, energy loss from air flow around air curtain to 
overcome friction resistance between the installing cross sections of air curtain being installed in, energy loss of 
sudden expansion of air flow from outlet of air curtain to the tunnel. Therefore, the theoretical model of air flow 
being ejected by air curtain with serials-parallel fans was setup based on many theories such as effective pressure 
without air partition, ejecting air flow, and momentum law, etc. and the process of ejecting air flow was analyzed, 
which provided theoretical basis for designing and application study on air curtain with serials-parallel fans. 
1.1. Air curtain with multi-parallel fans 
The flow model of air flow being ejected by air curtain with multi-parallel fans was shown in Fig. 1(a). In this 
graph, the 1 and 2 denote respectively inlet and outlet section of air flow being ejected by air curtain, the v is the air 
velocity of total air flow in the laneway, the vg is air velocity around air curtain, the vc is air velocity passing by air 
curtain, the angle between outlet center line of blower and laneway centerline is 30°, the lane way isn’t barrier to the 
air flow of blower outlet on the suppose that the jet flow of both sides intersect on the laneway centerline.  
Based on the air flowing pattern being shown in Fig. 1(a), semi-theory and semi-experience analysis were carried 
on through air jet theory, the theoretical model of air flow being ejected by air curtain with multi-parallel fans was 
setup as follow:  
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In the formula: the n is the quantity of air blowers in chambers; the a is the ratio coefficient of wind volume; the 
Q is air flow being ejected by air curtain, m/s; the PII –PI is static pressure difference of section between I laneway 
and II laneway, Pa; the S is the area of cross section of the laneway being installed with air curtain, m2; the Sc is the 
area of cross section of ventilation device export, m2; the vc is average wind velocity of ventilation device export, 
m/s; the ρ is air density, kg/m3; the R is the wind resistance in the laneway, N·s2/m8; the Ks is experimental 
coefficient. 
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1.2. Air curtain with serials-parallel fans 
The model of air flow being ejected by air curtain with serials-parallel fans was shown in Fig. 1(b). The symbol 
meaning in Fig. 1(b) is the same as that in Fig. 1(a). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. (a) Air flowing pattern of air curtain with multi-parallel fans; (b) Air flowing pattern of air curtain with serials-parallel fans 
Based on the air flowing pattern being shown by graph 2, semi-theory and semi-experience analysis were carried 
on by jet flow theory, the theoretical model of air flow being ejected by air curtain with serials-parallel fans was 
setup as follow:  
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The symbol meaning in formula 2 is the same as that in formula 1. 
Through analyzing the theoretical model of air flow being ejected by air curtain with multi-fans above, there are 
some results that: under the same other conditions the effective pressure of parallel air curtain is proportional to the 
quantity of parallel blowers – n and the ratio coefficient of wind volume – a. The ratio of the area of cross section of 
ventilation device export to the area of cross section of the tunnel being installed with air curtain – Sc/S is bigger, 
the effective pressure of ejecting flow is higher and the energy loss of sudden expansion of air flow is less. The 
average wind velocity of air curtain outlet – vc is bigger the effective pressure is bigger. The reserve static pressure 
difference between tunnel (PII-PI) is higher the volume of air low being ejected by air curtain is less. The wind 
resistance in the tunnel – R is larger the volume of air low being ejected by air curtain is less. 
2. Numerical analysis 
The theoretical model of air curtain with multi-parallel fans was analyzed through Matlab language, the variation 
characteristic of wind volume Q was analyzed with the quantity of fans – n, the ventilation resistance of laneway air 
curtain being setup in – ∆H, the wind resistance – R, the area of cross section of air curtain outlet – Sc, etc. in the 
three dimensional coordinate system. The three effect drawings of ( )nHfQ ,Δ= , ( )RHfQ ,Δ=  and ( )CSHfQ ,Δ=  
for theoretical model of air curtain with multi-parallel fans were drawn in the three dimensional coordinate system. 
The analysis results showed that: 
• When the other parameters were certain, the relationship between the wind volume Q and the ventilation 
resistance of laneway air curtain being setup in – ∆H and the quantity of fans – n is paraboloid in the three 
dimensional coordinate system. The bigger the n is, the bigger the Q is. But the increase amplitude of Q would 
decrease with the increase amplitude of n and there isn’t a linear relationship between them. When the wind resistance 
of tunnel R was 0.01 N·s2/m8, in order to get the effect of ejecting air flow, the demanded n was different 
corresponding to different ventilation resistance ∆H. When the ∆H was less than 20 Pa, the single fan could 
realize the effect of ejecting air flow. When the ∆H was between 20 and 90 Pa, the demanded n was 2~4. When 
the ∆H was more than 90 Pa, the n should be more than 4. Therefore when the laneway quantity being installed 
with air curtain was certain, the effect of air flow being ejected by air curtain with multi-parallel fans was 
influenced by ∆H and n, but as for n, bigger isn’t always better.  
• When R was 3×10-3, the wind volume of air flow being ejected by air curtain with 4 parallel fans could reach 32 
m3/s. While R was 5×10-3, the wind volume could reach 27 m3/s, which was obviously superior to the wind 
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volume that ejected by single fan. Though the wind resistance in the tunnel R could influence the wind volume of 
air flow being ejected by air curtain, the influence quantity was little. The really effective function was the 
ventilation resistance of laneway which would determine the effective static pressure supplied by air curtain with 
multi-parallel fans. When the R was certain, the higher the required wind volume being ejected by air curtain was, 
the bigger the required effective static pressure will be.  
• The wind volume of air flow being ejected by air curtain was less influenced by the section across of blower 
outlet Sc. When the ∆H was more than 60 Pa, the increase amplitude of wind volume Q with the decrease of ∆H 
was larger. When the ∆H was less than 60 Pa, the increase amplitude of wind volume Q with the decrease of ∆H 
was less than the former. For the certain laneway, when the wind volume of air flow being ejected by air curtain 
Q was certain, the ∆H was determined. Therefore the wind volume of air flow being ejected by air curtain was 
related to the wind velocity formed by air volume that supplied by air curtain, the higher the wind velocity is, the 
better the effect of ejecting air flow will be. 
 
Therefore, the type and quantity of fans should be reasonably selected based on the laneway characteristic and air 
flow state on concrete application.  
3. Technical scheme and experimental method 
3.1. Technical scheme 
From the formula (2) the wind volume being ejected by air curtain with parallel fans is related to wind resistance, 
section area of laneway, avenge wind velocity of blower outlet and fans quantity. Therefore in practical application 
the mine ventilation net should be calculated firstly, the ventilation laneway resistance should be analyzed. And 
many parameters such as wind volume, section area, wind resistance and static pressure difference between two 
temporary airtight sides of installing point, etc. should be practically measured. This study designed the air flow 
being ejected by air curtain based on the result of mine ventilation calculation, data measured practically in spot and 
required wind volume. The concrete lectotype result is shown in Table 1. The air curtain was formed by 4 fans and 4 
blowers which were layout with serials-parallel pattern as shown in Fig. 2(a). 
Table 1. Lectotype result of air curtain being used in laneway 2 
Air curtain type Fan type Fan quantity (stage) Power of Fan motor (kW) Blower quantity (stage) 
WM-№5 K45-6-№11 2 15 2 
WM-№6 K45-6-№12 2 18.5 2 
3.2. Experimental methods 
The part work surfaces underground in some metal mines are –shown in Fig. 2(b). The laneway 1 was return air 
way and the laneway 2 is transportation way. Under the original conditions (before installing air curtain), the wind 
direction in laneway 1 and 2 is opposite to the design, which not only influences the excretion of waste air, but also 
do harm to workers’ health on spot. After installing air curtain in chambers on two sides of laneway, the wind 
direction in laneway 1 and 2 met the design requirement. In order to study the effect of air flow being ejected by air 
curtain with serials-parallel fans, the compare test was carried out on 8 different states. Under the condition that the 
frequency of main fan motor is 35 Hz or 45 Hz, considering four states such as the air curtain fully closed, 1# and 2# 
air curtain running, 3# and 4# air curtain running, and air curtain fully opened, the air flow volume, the influence to 
wind volume of main fan, running noise of air curtain and air flow direction are tested.  
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Fig. 2. (a)The layout pattern of air curtain with serials-parallel fans; (b) Serial number of air curtain and field test  
4. Analysis and discussion 
4.1. Analysis result of ejecting air flow volume 
On 8 states above, the air flow volume result  being tested on spot is shown in Table 2, the “-” in the table means 
the opposite wind direction.  
As shown in Table 2, under the first condition, when the air curtain has not been installed, the opposite wind 
volume in laneway 2 is 23.36 m3/s. When two air curtains are opened, the wind velocity in laneway is 1.1~1.25 m3/s 
and the wind direction was normal. When four air curtains were opened fully, the air flow volume in laneway 2 is 
36.82 m3/s and the effect of ejecting air flow is better. Under the second condition, because of the increase of 
rotating speed of main fan motor, the effective wind pressure would increase and the opposite wind volume was 
34.93 m3/s, when two air curtains were running, the opposite wind is controlled effectively, while the air flow 
volume was lower and it can not meet the requirement of 20 m3/s. When air curtains are fully opened, the air flow 
volume is 24.31 m3/s and the effect is more ideal. 
Table 2. Effect comparison on air flow being ejected by air curtain under two conditions 
Air curtain state Wind velocity (m/s) Laneway 2 wind volume (m3/s) Air flow direction 
First instance, frequency of main fan motor is 35 Hz 
State 1 -1.98 -23.36 opposite 
State 2  1.25 14.75 normal 
State 3  1.1 12.98 normal 
State 4  3.12 36.82 normal 
Second instance, frequency of main fan motor is 45 Hz 
State 1 -2.96 -34.93 opposite 
State 2  0.57 6.76 normal 
State 3  0.202 2.38 normal 
State 4  2.06 24.31 normal 
 
There are some conclusions by contrasting the test result under two conditions above, the running frequency of 
main fan motor would influence the effect of air flow being ejected by air curtain. When the frequency of main fan 
motor increases from 35 Hz to 45 Hz, the air flow volume being ejected by air curtain will decrease by 12.5 m3/s. 
Therefore, the maximum load of main fan should be considered when designing the air curtain. 
4.2. Analysis of wind volume of main fan 
Under the condition that the frequency of main fan motor is 45 Hz, the effective wind volume is measured 
considering three states such as air curtains fully closed, two air curtains are opened and oneair curtains fully 
opened. The result is shown in Table 3. 
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Table 3. Test result of the influence of main fan by air curtain 
 
As shown in Table 3, when the air curtain is running under different states, the effective wind volume of main fan 
has increase 2.3 m3/s~2.9 m3/s, showing that the influence degree of air curtain to running condition of main fan is 
limited and favorable. 
4.3. Running noise of air curtain 
At the spot which is near the installation point of air curtain about 20 m, the running noise of air curtain under 
different running states is tested. The test results are averaged and filled into Table 4. Meanwhile, the running noise 
of workplace nearest to the air curtain underground is 60 dB (A).  
As shown in Table 4, when the main fan is working under different conditions, the running noise of many air 
curtains working together is 76~92 dB (A), part of which exceed national standard 85 dB (A). But the installation 
point of air curtain is about 300 m to the workplace underground; the noise influence to workers is less. Meanwhile, 
the time of workers and vehicles being exposed to noise is just few minutes, so the noise hazard is little. Therefore, 
when the air curtain working normally, it didn’t do harm to the normal work underground or workers’ health. 
Table 4. Test results of running noise of air curtain 
Running state of air curtain 
Running noise of air curtain (dB(A)) 
First instance Second instance 
State 1 66 70 
State 2 85 76 
State 3 78 86 
State 4 90 92 
3. Conclusions 
The effect of air flow being ejected by air curtain being used in mine is similar to that of air flow being ejected by 
auxiliary fan, but their theoretical models are different. Based on many theories such as effective pressure without 
air partition, ejecting air flow, momentum law, etc. the theoretical model of air flow being ejected by air curtain with 
serials-parallel fans is set up and effective study on field application carried out. The results were as follows: 
• Under the actual situation that application field is fully considered, the air flow being ejected by air curtain can be 
designed reasonably based on the theoretical model of air curtain being used in mine, and the effect of ejecting 
air flow can meet the expected requirement.  
• The air curtain with serials-parallel fans which is installed in the chambers on two sides of the transportation 
laneway can effectively achieve function of ejecting air flow without influencing the running of workers and 
trackless diesel vehicle. The wind volume can reach 24.3 m3/s~36.8 m3/s, which will not affect transportation. In 
addition, it and can reduce the risk of polluted air to workers’ health. So it is benefit to the safe running of 
trackless diesel vehicle.  
When the air curtain with serials-parallel fans is working normally, the air flow being ejected by the air curtain 
will not affect the running effect of main fan.  
• Under the condition that there is no noise source at the workplace where it is about 300 m to the air curtain, the 
noise from the normal running air curtain with serials-parallel fans is 60 dB(A). The noise is 76~92 dB(A) when 
Running state of air curtain Running state of main fan 
Average wind velocity 
(m/s) 
Wind volume of main fan 
(m3/s) 
Fully closed 
Motor frequency 45 Hz 
3.40 42.5 
Two opened 3.63 45.4 
Fully opened 3.58 44.8 
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the workers pass by the air curtain, which do only a little harm to the workers’ health.  
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